For cases with blind spots, cracks, and crevices, Cannon Equipment offers the Ultrasonic Case Washer, a cleaning solution designed to meet the highest sanitary standards.

- Ultrasonic technology uses cavitation bubbles introduced by high frequency sound waves to agitate the water, providing deep cleaning of entire case, including inside corners, webbing, and crevices

- Stainless steel serpentine rails guide dirty cases down through wash tank and back up through rinse spray zone for thorough case cleaning
Features

• Reusable, cleanable bags allow operator to change filters while machine is running to reduce costly downtime
• Analog electronic pressure and level sensing provide smart, continuous monitoring of machine health
• High volume, anti-clog, stainless steel atomization cone spray nozzles provide optimal sanitation

Specifications*

Applications: Single or dual wash lines; plastic cases
Cleaning: Ultrasonic technology
Construction: Heavy duty, stainless steel formed welded design
Case Size: Built application specific – typical 13”x13”x11”
Flow: Powered conveyor or push through side wheel drives available
Speed: Speed is variable; conveyor through spray tunnel is adjustable; typical speeds up to 60 cases per minute per lane
Filtration: Canister style with reusable fine micron bag type filters
Heat: External mounted tube and shell heat exchanger
Steam: Steam valve and control kit available
Water: Hot water chemical wash; cold fresh water rinse
Power Requirements: 230/360 Volt, 3 Phase
Air: 90 P.S.I.
Safety: Full guard package with safety interlocks
Controller: Allen-Bradley PLC, Nema 4X stainless steel enclosure
Display: Allen-Bradley Panelviews
Standards: UL 508A control panels

Integrations

• Blowers
• Case conveyance
• Case inspection for trash or damage
• Sanitizers

Service and Support

Cannon Equipment is here well beyond product delivery. We are invested in every customer’s business and value being a true partner from day one. Whether you need a new machinery solution, preventative maintenance or replacement parts, let Cannon Equipment be your first call.

HELPING YOU DO WHAT YOU DO, BETTER

Looking for this equipment solution or something similar? Cannon Equipment designs and deploys custom material handling carts, equipment, conveyance, and aftermarket parts that help you improve operations, gain efficiencies, and reduce costs.

Contact Us Today:

🌐 cannonequipment.com
📞 1.800.825.8501
✉️ info@cannonequipment.com
📍 324 Washington Street W
Cannon Falls, MN 55009
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